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Psychologists and experts in the field of reading have long 
believed that reading difficulties may be associated with specific phys-
ical abnormalities. There is evidence to indicate that visual percep-
tion may be related to reading achievement, and there is limited re-
search on the relationship between perceptual-motor ability and reading 
ability. This study was conceived because of the possible relationship 
between reading ability and perceptual-motor ability. A S'-earch of the 
literature in the field of perception, reading and swimming revealed no 
studies designed to determine the effects of a swimming program on the 
reading ability and perceptual-motor ability of children. 
While it is true that perception is related to reading ability, it 
may also be true that perceptual-motor ability is related to reading 
ability .. Swimming skill may be a predictor of perceptual-motor ability; 
therefore} it may be directly related to rE:ading ability. If it can be 
determined that swimming, reading ability, an.d perceptual.;motor ability 
are inter-related, then the value of a swimming program in the elemen-
tary curriculum could be established, This could be· a break-through in 
the development of reading skills in.elementary school children and 
would provide further substantiating evidence of thevalue'.of physical 
education in the general education curriculum. 
l 
2 
Swimming W9uld 13,ppear to have the potential for making some unique 
contributions t·o the perceptual skills ·of a child o It is the writer's 
opinion that the resistance affofd~d by the water on the swimmer's body 
increases the sensory input and may enable the student to better per-
ceive his actions and positions. Another contribution is suggested by 
Barabara Godfrey _who feels that_the swimming pool serves a special 
function in motor pattern development far beyond that which any other 
medium can achieve 1 The pool presents an unstable, but support·ive and 
sometimes resistive medium to the child. It is one in which movement 
reactions and capabilities are quite different from those on land or in 
air. 
In order to understand the developm~nt of perception through 
swimming, it is important to understand perception in terms of other 
activities. Gestaltist theorists claim that perce,ption is not composed 
of many small sensory elements but of fields of sensation which enable 
the individual to perceive objects and events in the enviro~en~ as 
2 
bounded "wholes. 11 
Doman and Delacat;o contend that the sensory in,put pr?vided by 
creeping and crawling movements improves not only mobility but also 
speech and vision,3 They feel that their treatment is related to reading 
and through their developmental process reading ability can be improvedo 
l 
Barbara B. Godfrey, "Motor Therapy and. Sc~oo.l P.,chievement," Jour-
nal of Health Physical Education and Recreation, May, 1964, p. 65.~ 
2Hope M. Smith, ''Mntor Activity and Perceptual Development," Jour-
nal of Health Physical Education and Recreation, February, 196&, pp. 28-
33, 
3 
Carl H. Delacato, Neurological Organization and Rea~ing (Spring-
field, Illinois, 1966). ' 
3 
Critics maintain that the improvements reported in the youngsters 
treated by this method, result less from the Doman- Delacato· program 
than from the intensive love and attention concentrated on them. There 
is also a lack of experimental data to verify the Doman- Uelacato theory. 
Doman and Dela.ca.to base their ideas on Hebb's theory regarding cell 
4 
assembly. These assemblies, r~pea.tedly active at the same time, tend 
to become associated so that activity in one facilitates activity in 
another. This is an explanation of the developmental theory of learning 
on whi~h this paper is based. If'.it can be shown that swimming is an 
-activity facilitating perceptual-motor development and if perceptual-
motor abil'ity is associated with reading development, then swimming 
should be a st~p in the deveJopment of reading abilityo 
Statement of The Problem 
The purpose.of this study was to determine the effects of a 
swimming program on· the re.a.ding ability and :perceptual-motor ability of 
elementary school children wb.o were claS'sified as "slow-readers." A 
sub"·problem 1,,as to determine the .effectS' of a special physical education 
program on reading ability and perceptual-motor ability as compared to a 
swimming program. 
Scope of Study 
Twenty-four elementary school children were:pl~;ced in three groups 
o:t; eight each and paired on Io Q. scores. Two groups of subjects were 
4 
A. Jean Ayres, "Occupational Therapy for Motor Disorders Resulting 
from Impairment of the Central Nervous System," Rehabilitation Litera-
ture, XXI (October, 1960), p. 308. 
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experimental groups vith one receiving training in a special swimming 
program and the other receiving training in a special physical education 
program. The third group was controlled and did not receive any extra 
training. The subjects were given a pre-test and post test in reading 
ability and perceptual-motor ability. All subjects participated in a 
daily regular physical education program. Each subject received special 
remedial reading instruction daily. The experiment was conducted for 
five weeks. 
Kephart's Perceptual-motor Test was used to determine the 
perceptual-motor ability, and the Bond-Balow-Woit Reading Test was used 
to determine reading ability. The scores from these tests were compared 
on pre-test and post test scores and this co:m,parison was correlated to 
determire the relationship between reading ability, perceptual-motor 
ability, swimming, and a special physical education program. 
Delimitations and Limitations 
As in any experimental research there a.re certain limiting factors 
is this study which must be noted. The length of the special swimming 
:program was limited to five.weeks. Had the program been conducted over 
a. longer time .Period, the results:may have been different. The real re-
sults from this program may not be fully-understood until the end of the 
summer since many of the swimming subjects will have participated in a 
swimming program for an additional three months and this extended train-
ing could bring more change than was :possible in the five weeks of the 
experiment. 
There were only eight subjects in each grou.P· With this small 
number of subjects, the results may be different from those oqtained on 
5 
a larger group, The larger the popula-tiontested, the pi.ore representive 
of the total population are the results; therefore, the greater t;he re-
liability of the study, 
The subjects had dif:('erent physicaL eq.ucation instructors 1 this 
could have resulted in different motivational stimuli being presented to 
the children, Each instructor presented the material in his own way and 
this could have affected the learning situation. One instructor seemed 
to have a more personal relationship with the students than did another 
of the instructors, 
The subjects in the physical education program had an eight to one 
relationship with the instructor. The swimming program's instruction 
was based on a two to one or one to on~ (student to instructor) ratio, 
This difference in individual attention could have affected the results, 
Some of the swirrµning students had the same instructor daily while 
others did not, The results might have been different had all students 
received instruction from only one instructor. 
The varsity swirpming team shared the poql with the experiment1:1l 
group four days 1;1, week, and this could have affected the learning situa-
tion by distracting the subjects' attention. At the beginning of the 
program, the subjects did. seem to 1:)e distracted by the swim team but 
after a week in the pool) the children were able to concentrate on 
swimming. 
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DEFINITIO~S OF 'l:ERMS USED 
Reading Ability - accurate recognition and understanding of words 
and the letters from which they are formedo Reading ability is measured 
by achievement in vocabulary and word recognition, comprehension, eval-
uation and interpretation. 
;perception - the ability to recognize basic forms and discriminate 
between these forms. It is a response to a situation which is deter-
mined by past. experiences and by the pr:esent stimuli. 
Perceptual-motor - the ability to integrate tasks which involve the . 
combining of sensory information and cues gained from co~plex voluntary 
movements. 
Slow reader - a child wh., has at least "average" intelligence but 
has failed to grow in reading ability. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A review of the literature is presented relating to perceptual-
motor ability, reading ability, and swimmingo Since this experiment is 
directly concerned with these three areas and their relationship to each 
other, a comprehensive review of the literature available is includedo 
Perceptual-motor and Reading Ability 
Poetker, McCormick, Schnobrich, and Footlik conducted an experiment 
to determine if slClw learners or underachievers improve their reading 
h . . t f 11 . t 1 t t . . l t h th ~ d ac ievemen: o owing percep ua ,-mo or raim.ng., I was ypo esize 
that as the result of a special program of exercise, significant gains 
in reading achievement would occur in ch:Hd.ren with average I. Q. who 
exhibit below average reading ability, 
Fourteen sets of three children were matched in age and sex, The 
children in each set were then randomly distributed into three groups. 
One group received perceptual-motor training twice a week for forty-five 
minutes each session. Group two received standard physical education 
training twice a week for forty-five minuteso The third group received 
1c1arence c. McCormick and others, "Improvement in Reading Achieve-
ment through Perceptual-motor Training," Research Quarterly, AAHPER 39: 
627 .. 633, (October, 1968) .' 
7 
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no extra training, activity, or attentiono The program was conducted 
for seven weeks. The Lee-Clark Reading Test was ad.ministered before and 
after the program. 
None of the groups showed statistically significant gains, but the 
experimental perceptual=motor group showed significant gains over the 
other groups. It was concluded that perceptual-motor training could be 
used in conjunction with the regular physical education program, 
contributing by increasing the child's capacity for academic achievement. 
In another study, Jeralyn Plack conducted an experiment to deter-
mine what relationships exist between specific motor skills and achieve-
2 
ment in reading of children in grades one, three, and five. The 
Johnson motor achievement battery was used to measure motor skill 
achievement. 
One hundred and seventy-two su:bjects were tested and graded in 
reading ability. When the subjects were grouped. into high, middle, and 
low reading achievement, there were significant differences in motor 
skill between the high and middle reading achievement levels. The gains 
were not significant in the low achievement group. 
Newell Kephart in a discussion on perceptual-motor ability argues 
that every child undergoes an extensive process of sensory-motor devel-
opment which provides the matrix· of readiness skills for more complex 
learning.3 He believes that the body develops in definite stages and if 
2Jeralyn Plack, "Relationship Between Achievement in Reading and 
Achievement in Selected Motor Skills in Elementary School Children," Re-
search Quarterly, AAHPER 39:1063-1068 (October, 1968) o -
3Newell c. Kephart, The Slow Learners in the Classroom (Columbus, 
Ohio, 1960), pp. 23-50. 
9 
one stage is omitted, then there is little value in trying to go to the 
next stage. The missing step has to be filled in before progress can be 
made because development is a hiearchy and each skill is built upon the 
preceding one. Children must learn to change their post~re in space 
readily, and balance and posture must be flexible to permit :movement and 
to enable the child to be aware of all positions of body parts in space. 
Kephart's perceptual-motor approach attempts to orient the child to his 
environment in order for h~m to make perceptua,1-motor matches that will 
facilitate learning. He considers perceptual-motor orientation as the 
foundation for symbolic and conceptual activities. 
Swanson's study concluded that perceptual-motor performance and 
reading and number readiness in kindergarten may be used as a predictor 
4 
of achievement in the first grade, He found significant positive cor-
relation for both measures, The Metropolitan Readiness Test was slight-
ly higher than the Perceptual-Motor Survey. The investigator was led to 
believe that the Perceptual-Motor Survey was a p:riedictor of academic 
success in the first grade, but as Kephart had stated, it was probably 
best used as an additional determiner of prediction in conjunction with 
other such applicable measures, 
Doman and Delacato stress·certain exercises for improving movement 
skills.5 They, along with Kephart and otf).ers, believe that there is no 
simple distinction between perceptual skill and movement skill, It 
follows that training in movement should im,prove related percep·tual 
4E1izabeth Maier Swanson, "Perceptual-Motor Performance and Reading 
and Number Readiness :i.n. Kindergarten as Predictions of Achievement in 
First Grade (unpub, Masters ~esis, Purdue University, 1963). 
5 Di:;=:lacato, p, 19. 
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skills, but little scientific evidence is .available that supports the 
assumption that perceptual-motor training increases ability to perform 
related perceptual=motor skills. This is one of the areas of critical 
evaluation of the Doman-Delacato theory. 
Bowers developed a program for neurological organization that has. 
6 
been distributed for general use. His rationale rests on the assump-
tion that children omitting any one 0£ four recognized levels of devel-
opment in which there is progressive movement will perform poorly at the 
next level. These four levels ar~: 1) moving arms and legs without 
forward movement; 2) crawling; 3) creeping; 4) walking. 
In~luenced by Delacat ,'s approach, Bowers believes it necessary to 
provide the opportunity for children to experience the neuromotor activ-
ities common to the level of development that may have been interrupted 
or omitted, He believes that neurolagical organization is essential to 
visual perception, spatial perce.ption-, and reading and writing skills. 
Therefore, improvement in neuromotor areas should also contribute to in-
creased performance in academic areas; 
Bryant Cratty states that-there is no direct evidence that indi-
cates that perceptual-motor activities improve intellectual ability 
(there is no general agreement on what intellectual ability is); however, 
there are certain components of the overall educational program in which 
motor activities contribute por:;dtively. 7 He concluded that participa-
tion in various perceptual-motor activities plays a definite role in the 
6Louis Bowers, A Program for Neurolo ical Organization (University 
of Southwestern Louisiana., Layfayette, Louisiana, n. d. • 
7Bryant J. Cratty, Developmental Sequence of Perceptual-Motor Tasks 
(New York1 1967), p. 3. 
1l 
total educational program of retarded and neurologically handicapped 
children, including the programs of ''normal" children. According to 
Cratty unless the principles for transferanc:e of learning are ~pplied, 
it is unlikely that such training will result in marked changes in the 
academic success of educationally handicapped children. It must be 
noted that most children with perceptual-motor problems usually have 
learning difficulties. Many intellentua.lly gifted children exhibit 
motor difficulties, discounting the theory that all learning difficul-
ties are solely related to motor ability. Still, learning difficulties 
of some children are attributable to perceptual-motor difficulties. 
Cratty's studies have indicated positive relationships between movement 
and intelligence, but the findings are not significant. 
It is generally believed that vision is directly related to reading. 
Cratty states that reading disability is attributed to many different 
problems, including poor vision, mixed eye dominance, perceptual handi-
caps including gross m~tor and fine motor problems.8 Generally no one 
particular cause embodies the total .Problem, each is related to another; 
thus the child is multi-handicapped. Perceptual-motor may be one source 
of improving reading which leads to improvement in other areas. It is 
said that balance is the basis of alr visual perceptions because gravity 
is the only constant in the universe. 9 This statement applies uniquely 
to this study in that balance is one of the major considerations in the 
8Eryant J. Cratty, (Professor at University of California, Los 
Angeles, California), '°Movement Panaceas, Princinles of Learning and the 
Scientific Method of Problem Solving," s.peech, (Texas Womens University, 
Denton, Texas, November, 1968). 
9cratty, 'Movement and the Intellect, 11 speech, (San Diego, 
California, June, 1967). 
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perceptual-motor test. In relation to Cratty's statement about gravity,, 
it would be interesting to note if ?alance improves through swimming, 
since swimming places the student in'"a. completely different situation in 
relationship to gravity due to a buoys.nee factor. The key to helping a 
child with learning problems lies in attempting to understand the child. 
Improvement in behav.ior of people cannot be gained by simply inserting 
them into a formula. 10 
Julian Stein stated in a discussion on perceptual-motor functions 
that some youngsters with reading problems improve with perceptual-motor 
tra.ining,ll. This is because the training is helping their particular 
need but we cannot generalize and say. that this program is going to work-
with,every child who has, apparently, the same problem. 
'Dr. Charles Drake at the same symposium stated that reading con-
sisted of a number of sequential acts·and the first of these is some 
scanning mechanism which allows the child to concentrate on a. series of 
12 
graphic symbols. The avera.ge child .who has trouble comprehending only, 
has normal and often high perce,ptual-motor skills o It is the individual 
who is having the decoding problem who normally has perceptual-motor 
disability. There is no evidence to say that motor training will help 
all slow reade.rs. 
. . .,.,r.-· ,:;;,-,. :,~ .. ~. -.- . 
·-,lOcratty, speech, (Texas Womens University, Denton, Texas, November, -
1968). 
1~ric Denhoff, Pe~ceptua.l-Motor Found{3.tion: A Multidisciplinary 
Concerned (Washington, D. c., 1969}. 
' 12 ' Ibid. 
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Academic Achievement 
Barbara Godfrey conducted an experiment to determine the relation-
ship of gross motor acti'\rities as a therapy to facdlitate academic 
13 school achievement.·" Problem solving activities were used to elicit 
movement patterns and to induce experimentation on the part of the childo 
Four subjects were given problem solving activities including ac-
tivities involving the trampoline, ma:ts, apparatus, :rhythm instruments, 
and swimmingo The activities were carried out in a two hour session 
each week and continued throughout the week on their own, The program 
vari.ced in length from one to five semes,ters, T'he results showed in-
creased scholastic achievement and school grades improved by one letter 
grade; however, there was little increase in LQ, The matched control 
group did not show the same improvement, Of this control group, three 
out of four went down in achievement scores and all four went down on 
LQo scores. 
Ismail, Kephart, and Cowell conducted several extensive studies and 
derived a m.wber of motor aptitude t,ests, including Kephart vs physical 
education material. and found that I,Q, and academic success could be 
14 
predicted from these motor ·test;s, '.l'b.e prediction could. be made better 
for lower achievers than for big.'ll or average achievers, They found that 
balance and coordination were the most important motor factors in pre-
dieting academic achievement and I.Q. 
In Pritchard 1 s study, he investigated the progress of children in 
13 Godfrey) po 65, 
14A.H. Ismail) N, Co Kephart, and. c.c. Cowell, Utilization of Motor 
Aptitude Tests in Predicting Aqademic Achievement (August, 1963). 
14 
school during a single school year in the Purdue Motor Therapy Labor-
, 15 
tory. He found that there was improvement in academic accomplishment 
for most, but that there was no statistically significant improvement in 
academic acµievement for the subjects in the motor therapy program, The 
experimenter concluded that nine months was too short a time period to 
give anything other than a possible indication of positive contribution 
of motor therapy to academic achievement, If Pritchard's conclusion is 
correct, it suggests that the :five week experimental period used in this 
study did ~ot allow time :f'or'significant results, 
James Oliver found that he could signifi.cantly improve the I. Q. of 
educable retardates by subjecting them to an extra three hours a day of 
physical activi.t;Y"" in which they learned recreational skills and partici-
pated in fitness activities, 16 He speculated that the improvement elic:--
ited stemmed from a heightened motiva·tional state and an improved. self-
concepto 
Soloman and Prangle found. that improvement in a population of re-
tarded chHdren. subjected. to a special physical education program re-
sulted only in motor ability, I.Q. and other measures of school 
achievement remained uhaffectedol7 
Elenor Methany states that hUllllan mentality is a process which 
15nonna Moor Prit-chard, liTl:le Role of Motor Therapy in the Achieve-
ment of Children" (unpub, Masters Thesis, Purdue University, 1965), 
16JoN, Oliver, "The Effects of Physical Conditioning Exercises and 
Activities on the Mental Characteristics ,of,Educationally Sub-Normal 
Boys, 10 1?:ti tish J'ournal of Educational Psychology) XXVIII (June, 1958) , 
ppo 155.;165, 
17Ao Soloman and R, Prangle, '"Demonstrations of Physical Fitness 
Jmurovement inthe Eduq:ationally Mentally Retarded., 11 Exceptional Chil-
dren, XXXIII (November, 1967), ppo 177-18L 
15 
____ transforms sensory exl)erience· into abstractions or concepts which sym".' . 
. · w 
bolize the meaning of sensory perception to a person. Evidence from 
clinical experiences and the data from a few controlled experiments sug-
gest that the individual'~·persone.lity and behavior function better when 
the body experiences physical competence. This suggests that physical 
movement and ability in such movements may possibly relate to the 
child's competence to analyze abstract inf9rma.tion. 
Donna Obricht started.a motor facilitation program in Illinois, the 
purpose of which was to help each ;child develop perceptual-motor abil-
ities through participation in a series of motor activities and the use, 
of Frostig's materials. 19 '!he six hundred and thirty-five subjects par-
ticipated for one year. Th~ lessuns were planned in developmental se-
quence and the children were not allowed to proceed with the next step 
without performing the preceding one. This is in keeping with Kephart's 
developmental theory. The results of her program have. not been pub-
lis~ed at this date, but the teachers involved in the program have been 
pleased with the program. 
Sw:i,mming 
Walking, swimming, skating and other motor skills which are of a 
continuous nature are more'resista.nt to forgetting than are skills made 
, 20 
of separate movements, according to Gagne and Fleishman. If this is 
18 Ruth Hook Wheeler and Agnes M. Hooley, Physical Education for the 
Handicapped (Phile.del,phia, 1969), p. 93. 
l9Donna. Obricht, Motor Facilitation Project (Wheeling, Illinois,·. 
1967). 
20 R.M. Gagne and E.A. Fleishman, fslchology; and Human Performance, 
(New York, 1959), P• 493. 
true, then it is interesting to consider the relationship between swim-
ming as an unforgettable motor skill and reading as an unforgettable 
academic skill. 
Fait believes that swimming is the most successful therapeutical 
physical education activity for handicapped persons because the buoyancy 
of the water provides support for the body. Sustained by the water, a 
crippled body can perform otherwise impossible movements. 21 Even those 
students·who are incapable of walking, severe cerebral palsy victims, 
for example, are frequently able to swim. Mentally retarded students 
find the buoyancy of the water comforting, If this success can be ac-
complished with the handicapped children, similar results may be evident 
in slow readers in the re~axing environment of the water which may in-
duce a better learning situation. 
Weakened muscles are aided through buoyancy. Daniels and Davis ad-
vocate swimming as a value in assisting muscular control and coordina-
tion plus range of motion from very limited to full movement and pro-
22 
gre:S\sive development of strength and enduranceo They feel that a 
swimming program results in not only the learning of the skills but also 
contributes to psychological adjustment and social outcomes. Many phys-
ically or mentally handicapped children are plagued with a lack of self-
confidence. Through the development of self-confidence, improved body 
perception·ma.y also develop, Swimming is one of the best activities for 
persons with disabilities of any type, Wheeler and Hooley feel that 
21iiollis F. Fait,· Special Physical Education~ Ada;eted 1 Corrective, 
Development (Philadelphia, 1966), p. 2620 
22Arthur s. Daniels and Evelyn A. Davis, Adapted Physical Education 
(New York, 1965), pp. 439-479. 
body image or body perception plays a v.ital role in human movement, 
whether dealing with the handicapped or non-handicapped person. 23 
Swimming compares with other endurance activities by increasing 
17 
heart rate, oxygen uptake, and pulmonary ventilation. These are influ-
enc:ed by body position and water immersion which may also influence body 
perceptiono Although swimming is a f:ttness activH;y., it may also be 
used to improve perception through body position and water immersion, 
each in its own relationship. 
From the review of literature, it :.ts apparent that there is some 
basis for concluding that programs designed to improve perceptual-motor 
ability may result in an improvement in learningo Much of the data is 
empirical in nature with.only a few studies using experimental designso 
This is an area in need of moreresearrcho Considerably more experimen-
tal evidence must be gathered hefore definite conclusions can be drawn 
regarding the nature of tbis relationshipo Many administrators feel 
that ideas must be thoroughly proven before they can be employed in the 
curriculum, This is a justifiable philosophy but many potentially us-
able ideas la.ck such evidence and are denied the opportunity for inclu-
sion, There is no experimental data stating that swimming or physical 
education can be harmful to slow readers, therefore, another philosophy 
can be considered, a liberal oneo 'l~is philosophy may see the program 
justifted in the respect that if it does not hurt them} then why not try 
it? If swimming were incorporated into elementary school .Programs, the 
present programs might be jeopardizedo It would cause an added expense 
' 
to the school systems, one that most schools would not want to haveo 
23Wheeler and Hooley, p. 920 
18 
Logic tells us that perception is directly related to past and present 
experiences; therefore, the more the child can experience, the better he 
can perceive. Since the swimming pool offers such a different environ-
ment, it seems that this experience would help the child in his associ-
ations with other academic subjects, The swimming pool could be used in 
conjunction with the present physical education program to give the 
child the experiences he needs to develop his abstract thinking, 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The subjects were selected from the elementary schools ;l.n 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, where all were enrolled in special reading classes. 
At the beginning of the 1968 academic year, the subjects were given a 
battery of reading tests which classi'fied them as slow readers. The 
students were also considered for the remedial class on the basis of re-
ferrals from the classroom teachers. They were retested on reading at 
the beginning of this study to determine the level at which each student 
was functioning. 
li'or the purpose of this study, ·the subjects were divided into three 
groups, 1) swimming 2) special physical education 3) control. The phys-
ical education group b,a.d already been chosen and the students had been 
participating in a special physical.education program for a period of 
three months before the present study. Since this group was already es-
tablished, the other two groups were paired with this group by the I.Q. 
scores recorded on the Wechsler Intelligence Sea.le for Children. There 
were eight subjects enrolled in the special physical education group; 
therefore, eight subjects were included in each of the other two groups~ 
The swimming group consisted of seven boys and one girl.· The physical 
education group consisted of six boys and two girls, and the control 
group included five boys and three girls. All subjects participated in 
a regular physical education program provided at their schools. The 
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swimming program was conducted £ive days a week for thirty minutes each. 
All subjects were tested on reading ability and perceptual-motor 
ability before and after the experimental period. Each group was given 
the Bond-Balow-Wait Test which measures word recognition, comprehension 
of significant ideas, and comprehension of specific instructions. The 
advanced test included items in·basic vocabulary, reading to· retain in-
formation, reading to organize, reading to evaluate and interpret, and 
reading to appreciate. The subjects were also given parts of The Purdue 
L 
Perceptual-Motor Survey. They were .tested on the walking board, jump· 
ing, identification of body parts, imitation of arm movements, angels-
in-the-snow, and an obstacle course which consisted.of stepping over a 
bar at knee level, under a bar at shoulder level, and walking between 
two surfaces just wide en:ough to pass through sidewards. These portions 
were chosen because they dealt specifically with perceptual-motor skills. 
Kephart's test is divided into five major divisions, balance and posture, 
body image and differentiation, perceptual-motor match, ocular control 
and form pe;rception. The ·perceptual-motor match was not used because. it 
dealt mainly with drawing or writing skills which the author did not 
de.em pertinent to this study. The ocular control and form perception 
were visualskills that were probably adequately accounted for in the 
reading tests. The. researcher added a balance test designed to measure 
the subject's ability to maintain his balance. Since balance seems to. 
be an important perceptual-motor ability it was included as a separate 
item. The subjects were asked to stand on their right foot, with their 
1N"ew~ll C. Kephart and Eugene G. Roach, -~' Purdue Perceptual-Motor 
Survey (Columbus, Ohio, 1966). 
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eyes closed, and hold their balance as long as possible, up to ten sec-
onds. The students-repeated the act~vity on the le~ foot, and the 
length of time that the subjects held their balance was recordedo This 
test was not standardized but it was one of the author's designo 
Swimming Program 
Group I, designated as the swimJJiing group, was given a five week 
swimming program in addition to their·regular physical education activ-
ity~ The program was given daily (Monday through Friday) for thirty 
minutes. The subjects were given individual instruction with no more 
than two subjects per instructoro The instructors followed the American 
Red Cross Beginning Swimming Instructors Manual which includes the· 
activities in Table I below. 
TABLE I 
SWIMMING PROGRAM 
American Crawl Human Stroke and Flutter Kick 
Ba.ck Crawl Jump intb Deep· Water 
Back Float Leve ling Off 
Back Kick and Glide Prone Float and Glide 
Brea.th Holding !Rhythmic Brea.thing 
'·'' '.· .. (::· 1,· ,·. . 
Change of Direction Running and Jumping into Deep Water 
Cha.nging_Position Treadip.g Water 
Diving Turning Over 
Elementary Back Stroke Underwater Swimming 
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Each subject's swimming ability was subjectively.evaluated by the 
researcher and an assistant at the beginning of the program and again at 
.the conclusion of the program. The subjects were rated as "beginner-be-
ginner" (ones never having been in the water and very afraid of it) "be-
ginners" (those who had overcome the fear but were not knowledgeable in 
any skills) and "advanced-beg:i,nners." The instruction was given by ju-
nior and senior physical edu~ation majors and graduate students at Okla-
homa. State 'University. ·Some instructors worked with the same child dai-
ly while other children did not have the same instructor ea.ch time. Ea.ch 
instructor had a Life Saving or Water Safety Instructors Certificate. 
Special Physical Education 
Group II was given a special physical education program in addition 
to their daily regular physical education classo (Refer to Table II on 
page 23 for the activiti-es included in this programo) The special pro-
gram. was thirty minutes per <:lay (Monda.y-Wednesday-Friday)o The students 
had been receiving the training for a period of three months prior to 
the bee;inning of this study. The program wa.s taught by the regular 
physical education instructor and the student teacher in the elementary 
schooL 
Control Group 
Group III was the control group and received no special physical 
activity other than the regular physical education program.a The regular 
physical education program was cond.1;1-cted for thirty minutes a day (Mon-
day through Friday). The activities in th.e program are included in 
Table III on page 23. 
TABLE II 
ACTIVITIES IN SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Angels ··in-the-Snow 
Bicycle Riding 
Crab Crawl- forward and backwaTd 
Fitness Test 
Identification of' Body Parts 
JUinping Jacks 
Jumping Up and Down 
Rhythm Sticks 
Rhythms to Music 
Running Backward 
Throwing and Catching 
Weaving Skills 
Identification of Circles, Squares, etc. 
Obstacle Course- weaving, rolling ball, dribble 
Rolling Ball Down Straight Line (feet and hands) 
Rub'Stcimach and PatHead 
Running the Grapevine (front wards, backwards) 
Walking Board- forward, backward, sideward 
TABLE III 
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 











The daily physical education program in which each group partici-
pated was taught by two different instz:uctors in the elementary schools. 
For two weeks, the first and second grade children participated in more 
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structured activities than recess, including rhythm:e and games" The 
other three weeks were spent in "recess activities" that consisted of 
the children doing whatever they wanted to do- primarily kickbalL 
The remedial reading program was continued throughout the five week 
experimental period" I.Q. scores were obtained through the assistance 
of a reading specialist b-efore the program started in order to aid in 
mc;1;tching the groups , These I. Q. scores were recorded from the Wechs 1-er 
Intelligence Scale for Children. T.l:le reading specialist used the Lin-
gu,istic approach in the remedial reading class. This approach is based 
on the theory that reading must first begin with a knowledge of the lan"' 
guage, therefore, the students learn words and sounds first. 
'I'he statistical design for this experiment was divided. into three 
parts. The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance was used to show 
the significant difference between reading ability and perceptual--motor 
2 ability on the pre-test and :pof;!t test of each. The Wilcoxon matched'-
pairs signed--ranks test was then used to test the null hypothesis that 
there was no significant difference from zero in the swimming, special 
physical education or control groups, 3 Finally, the Spearman rank cor-
4 relation coefficient was used to compare the post tests of each group, 
The (.05) level of confidence was accepted as indicating that a differ-
ence was significant, 
193. 
2Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics (New ¥ork, 1956), pp, 184-
3Ibid, pp. 75-83. 
4Ibid, pp, 202-213. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The groups were paired on I.Q. scores obtained from the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children. The Kr1,1skal -Wallis one-way analysi$ of 
variari.ce was used to show the significant difference between the pre,.-
test and post test scoref3 on the Bond,.Balow-Woit Reading Test and Kep-
hart's Perceptµal-Motor Test plus the balance test. The Kruskal-Wallis 
technique tested the null hypothesis that the subjects in the sa.mple 
came from the same population with respect to averages. The scores were 
ranked in a single series, and the sum of the ranks was calculated to 
determine whether or not the sums were fro~ tne same population. Ir-the 
observed value of His equal to or larger than; the value of chi square 
. ; 
for the set level of significance, H0 may be rejected at that level of 
confidence. H must equal, 11+.07 in order to reject the null hypothesis. 
The groups did not reach this level; therefore, the null hypothesis can-
not be rejected at the .05 level of significance. (Refer to Table IV on 
page 26) 
The Kruskal-Wallis tests for significantly large differences. Be-
cause of the short time period between the pre ·-tests and post tests in 
this study, large changes could not be expected to occur; therefore, the 
analysis of variance may have been an inappropriate statistical tech, 
nique to apply on this experiment. Under these ci.rcumstances, i.t is not 
surprising that the differences 1 .. e.re found to be non~significant" The 
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more appropriate question to ask of the data is: can it be inferred 
that the gains made by each of the groups are "real"; that is, do the 
gains differ significantly from zero (no gains)? Do the data imply that 
the same gains will be noted if the experiment is repeated? The percep-
tual-motor ability scores showed significance between the groups at the 
3% to 5% level of con~idence on the pre-test and between the 1% and 2% 
levels on the post testo Because of this difference in percentages on 
level of confidence, there could be an indication that perceptual-motor 
ability would im,prove more readily than reading ability. ,It could also 
indicate that the activities presented were more applicable to percep-
tua.1-motor ability than to reading abilityo The results suggest that 
perceptual-motor ability could be improved with these activities but 
further experimentation must be conducted before any conclusions can be 
drawn. 
TABLE IV 
H VAWES IN THE KRUSKAL·WALLIS ONE-WAY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Test 
Reading Pre-test 
Reading Post test 
Perceptual-Motor Pre-test ' 








In order to determine how "real" the findings are, three tesff3.of 
significance rather than one were used, thus decreasing the possibility 
of obtaining significant results by chance. The principle involved was 
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formulated for cases where large numbers of hypotheses were being tested. 
In the study, the hypothesis being tested was that poor readers in a 
swimming program or a special physical education program would show no 
statistically different gains in perceptual-motor ability or reading 
ability than the poor readers who had no special program. It would ap-
··: 
pear that using three tests to examine the null hypothesis exaggerates 
the odds against rejecting it for one particular combination of the 
three factors. However, there appeared to be no one overall test of 
significance appropriate for this hypothesis. 
,. 
The value of Twas calculated from the Wilcoxon matched-pairs 
signed~ranks test. The Twas obtained from the sums of the ranks of 
those differences with a like sign (plus or minus). If the null hypoth-
esis were acceptable, this would indicate there were approximately an 
even number of differences with both positive and negative signs. 
V shows the T's obtained from each of the groups. 
TA.BLE V 
T VALUES IN THE WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS 
SIGNED-RANKS TEST FOR THREE 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS ON TWO VARIABLES 
Perceptual-
Reading Motor 
Groups N T p T 
Swimming 8 12 NS 4.5 
Special Physical Education 8 5.5 NS 0 






The special physical education group and the control group exhibited 
statistically significant differences (p < .05) 0 The swimming group did 
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not show eiimilar gai~lf;I • The special physical education grou,p showeq 
significar,i.t gain~ at the .Ol level of confidence; therefore, the null 
nypothesis of no difference between the pre and post tests was rejected 
arr perceptua1 ... m.otor ability for the $pe~:j..al physica.l education grO\lP- and 
the control group. '+'f:le null. 'pyppthesis was not ;rejected for tbie swim-
mi;ng group on perceptua.:J,.-motor or :for all th:ree groups on .rea<Ung abil-
ity. r.I'his could be interpreteq to meiui that under the conditions of 
this experiment, there was no cha,nge in perceptual~motor ability or 
. ri!'lading ability in the swimming group, t};lu1;1 the null hypothesis cannot 
be rejected. Th.ere were no ~ignifi90.I1,t changes in read.in~ ability in - -
th~ special physical educa.tion :program o:r control group; therefore, the 
null t,i,ypothes:t.s cannot be rejected, The changes in perceptual-motor a-
bility by the speic:it;J.l physical eduoa,tion group and the control group 
were statistically significant, t};luf:I the nul.l hypothesis may be rejected. 
. . : 
In order to measure the relationshi~ b~tween the two variables of 
reading abil:ity and perceptual,-ir,.otor ability, ea.ch group w1,:1.e tested on 
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient~ Rho was determined from the 
differeµces in the ranks of each s~bject on the two variables. Rp.o must 
be' ,643 to be signif'ica.nt at tbe ,05 level of' confid,ence. None of the 
gr.pups r,ea.cbed this significance; therefore, the indication would oe 
that there :i,s not a relat;i.onsh:l.p b'etl'{een ;read;f.ng ability and perceptual-
motor abil.ity and that the ecores on one cannot be p;redioted by the 
ecc;>res on the other. 
It wo1,J.ld be interesting to learn if these same res:ults would occur 
· where the expe:dw.ental pe;ri..~o. 1,(9.s extended fo:r several months. Further 
study would be necessary bef'ore the EJ~gnif'ica.nce of these findings is 
realized. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The experiment resulted in statist~cally significant gains for the 
' ' 
special physical education group and the control group on perceptual-mo-
tor ability. The swimming group did not show significant gains in per-
ceptual-motor ability and none of the groups showed significant improve-
ment in reading ability. It would be rash to make any extensive gener-
alizations on the basis of the performance of such a small group in one 
short expe~iment. Althoughthe special physical education group showed 
significant gains in perceptual-motor ability at the .Ol level of sig-
riificance, it cannot be discounted that the control group made similar 
gains at the .05 level of significance. Since the control group did im-
prove significantly, one might reach the conclusion that the gains by 
these two groups was a chance factor. This could indicate that the non-
significant results exhibited by the swimming group could also occur by 
chance, The gains could be contributed to many different factors. The 
control group could have participated in.other gross motor activities 
other than through the school. The subjects could have received ind.i-
vidual instruction in these activities thus initiating greater improve-
ments. 
However, these results do supply some confidence in the notion that 
further investigation of these training methods would be justified to 
determine their value in helping educators to overcome some of the 
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problems of slow readers. It would be interesting to retest these stu·-
dents a~er three months of summer swimming and a.gain calculate the re-
sults. It is somewhat mysterious that the swimming group did not show 
greater indications of improvement. It would seem that any gross motor 
skill would lend itself to i:m,provement in perceptual-motor ability as 
opposed to no activity, but this remains to be determined by further re-
search. It is even possible that future studies will show swimming to 
be detrimental to slow readers in improving their perceptual-motor abil-
ity and reading skills. 
In summary, it is concluded.that in this experiment the swimming 
program did not improve the reading ability or perceptual-motor ability 
of the subjects. The special physical education group and the control 
group did im,prove significantly in perceptual-motor ability but the rea-
sons for these gains remain obscure. 
There are many possioilities for research in this fieldo Other ac-
tivities such as gymnastics could be used in conjunction with perceptual-
,motor ability and reading ability. There could have, been different re-
sults had younger children been usedo Reading readiness may be affected 
more than reading ability through the use of such a program. Different 
results may occur in perceptual-motor ability in the younger children. 
The younger child may be more susce,ptible to perceptual-motor learning 
at this early age.', 
In future studies, more subjects should be used in order to better 
relate to the populationo The length of the program should be at lea.st 
one year to insure evalua:tion of all changes The length of all pro-
grams should be the same, and it would be helpful if the instructors 
were the same in all progra.mso The student to teacher relationship 
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should be the same in all programs. This would alleviate the possibil-
ity of individual attention being the contributing factor in the results. 
There should also be more research done to determine the relation-
ship between reading ability and perceptual-motor ability. There are 
very few studies relating these two variables. This study was based on 
the assum,ption that perceptual-motor ability and reading ability are re-
lated but this is based on the results of only a few studies; therefore, 
more research is needed in this field. 
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I.Q. SCORES OF PAIRED SUBJECTS 
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TABLE VII 






























RAW COMPOSITE SCORES ON REAI)ING :I'EST 






































































4 ! f 
4 '; 
~ 3 
4 4 2 
4 '; 
~ 3 
c 4 '4 4 2 
4- 4 4 2 
D ·. 4 3 3 2 
4 3 4 3 
E 2 2 2 ;2 
4 4 4 2 
F 4 4 4 2 
4 4 4:2 
G 4 2 2 3 
4 2 4 2 
H 3 2 4 1 3 
4 4 3 3 - ll'f'".c·' 
l) Walking Board · 
2) Jumping and Hopping 
3)-_ Identification of Body Parts 





















4 5 6 
3 4 2 
3 4 2 i 
4 2 2 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 
2 4 2 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 
3 3 3 
3 4 l 
3 4 2 
2 3 2 
3 3 3 
2 3 2 
3 4 4 
Balance Key 
0-2 l point 
3-5 2 points 
6-8 3 points 






































RAW SCORES ON PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR TEST 
Subjects in 
Physical 


























2 3 3 
4 4 3 
3 3 2 
,, 4 4 3 
I ~ 3 3 4 3 
I 2 4 2 I 2 4 2 
I 2 3 2 4 4 2 
I 2 2 2 
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4 2 
,3 3 3 
3 4 3 
4 4 2 
3 4 5 6 
3 3 4 2 
4 3 4 3 
4 3 3 3 
4 3 4 4 
3 3 4 3 
4 3 4 3 
4 3 4 3 
4 3 4 3 
3 3 4 2 
4 3 4 3 
3 3 4 3 
3 3 4 4 
4 3 4 2 
4 3 4 3 
4 3 4 3 
i+ L~ ~ 3 4 3 4 4 
Y.aIDr<=l<<O",:!\i"ii.,,ffE,.'"'ll'JC..~!:W ~!jj_Of.',A-mli','li!li,.,. l,i,;~-,·~ .. 1=:,,~~..S::~"'M'Z~~~,"""'·-1';®10.ffi ~e~~ 
l' Walking Board 
2) Jumping and Hopping 
3) Identification of Body Parts 





0-2 l point 
3-5 2 points 




















































l) Walking Board 
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4 4 3 
4 43 
4 3 3 
3 3 4 
4 3 4 
4 3 4 
4 4 4 
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4 3 3 
4 4 4 
4 4 4 
4 4 4 
4 3 3 
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3) _ Identification of Body Parts 
4) Identification of Movements 
5) Obstacle ' 
6) Angels-in-the-Snow 


















4 5 6 
' 
3 4 2 
3 3 3 
3 3 3 
3 4 3 
3 4 2 
3 4- 3 
2 4 2 
3 4 3 
3 4. 2 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 
3 4 3 
2 4 3 
3 3 3 
3 3 3 
4 4 3 
~la.nee Key 
0-2 l point 
3...,5 2 points 
6-8 3 points 






































N (N l) 
TABLE XIII 
KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
k R 2 
~---j- - 3 (N l) 
L_. Nj 
j = l 
k = number of samples 
Nj = number of cases in jth sample 
Rj = sum of ranks in jth s&1q>le 
k 
~ directs one to sum over the k SSD!Ples 
j : 1 
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T 
T = t3 ~ t (when tis the number of tied observations in a tied 
group of scores) 





















WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST 
FOR SWIMMING GROUP ON READING ABILITY 
Rank 
Pre-Test Post Test d of d 
4.3 4.o d 5 
4o3 4.o .3 5 
2.1 2.2 -.1 -2 
3.5 2.9 .6 7 
3.2 3.1 .1 2 
2.9 3.0 -.1 -2 
2.8 2.5 -.3 5 
4.5 5.5 -i.o -s 
TABLE XV 
WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RA.NKS"'l'EST 
!FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION GROUP> . 
ON READING ABILITY 
Rank 
Pre-Test Post Test d of d 
5.3 5 .l .2 3.5 
4.1 4.1 0 LO 
2.9 2.6 .3 5.5 
3° l' 3.3 -.2 -3.5 
2.6 2.1 .5 7.5 
3.0 2.7 .3 5.5 
3.0 2.5 .5 7 .5 
3.8 3.9 -.1 -2.0 
···-··-.J!j~ "--.,mlrl;IH iHO 
.. 





T = 12 
lllli.-lW ....... Wmi' - >KttMII· 

























WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST 
.. FOR CONTROL GROUP ON READING ABILITY 
!a-:::m.71WT:arm::r 
Rank 
Pre-Test Post Test d of d 
2.2 2.1 .1 3.0 
5.5 5.2 .3 5.5 
3.8. 3.3 .5 7.0 
2.7 3..0 -.3 -5.5 
2.4 2.3 .1 3.0 
6.4 7.7 -1.3 -8.o 
4.5 4.4 .1 3.0 
4.4 4.4 0 LO 
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T = 13.5 
.-----,1='.~'$~~~ l!!li!1/il!ii!~m';-
TABLE 'XVII 
WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS,TEST 
FOR SWlMMING GROUP ON 
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR ABILITY 
Rank 
Pre-Test Post Test d of d 
30 29 l 1.5 
32 33 -1 -1.5 
34 32 2· 3.0 
26 31 ""5 .-7 .o 
24 28 -4 -5.5 
28 32 -4 -5.5 
25 28 -3 -4.o 
26 37 -9 -8.o 















WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST 










ON PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR ABILITY 
O' 
Rank 
Post Test d of d 
34 -6.o -7.0 
34 -6.o -7.0 
32 -1.0 -1.5 
33 -2.0 -3.0 
31 -5 .O' -5.0 
33 "'6.o -7.0 
34 -3.0 -4.o 
34 -1.0 -1.5 
* ~·~,;., 
Rank With Less 
Frequent Sign 
T = 0 













WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST 
FOR CONTROL GROUP ON 
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR ABILITY 
!IB!il'IIMl!il'il" •••~w:nanr "' r 
Rank 
Pre-Test Post Test d of ,d, 
.... ~WWWiZJUW24iMll.~ilii"~-
35 35 0 1.0 
29 34 -5 7.5 
33 34 -1 -3.0 
34 33 1 3.0 
31 36 -5 -7.5 
36 37 -1 -3.0 
31 3·5 -4 -5.5 
33 37 -4 -5.5 
Rank With Less 
Frequent Sign 
1 .• Nfl'iS· 
1 
3 
T = 4 
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TABLE XX 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELA.TION COEFFICIENT 
N 
rs = 6I: a.2 1 
i = 1 
N3 - N 
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